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ABSTRACT: Ciliopathies are genetically heterogeneous
disorders characterized by variable expressivity and over-
laps between different disease entities. This is exem-
plified by the short rib-polydactyly syndromes, Jeune,
Sensenbrenner, and Mainzer-Saldino chondrodysplasia
syndromes. These three syndromes are frequently caused
by mutations in intraflagellar transport (IFT) genes affect-
ing the primary cilia, which play a crucial role in skeletal
and chondral development. Here, we identified mutations
in IFT140, an IFT complex A gene, in five Jeune as-
phyxiating thoracic dystrophy (JATD) and two Mainzer-
Saldino syndrome (MSS) families, by screening a cohort
of 66 JATD/MSS patients using whole exome sequencing
and targeted resequencing of a customized ciliopathy gene
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panel. We also found an enrichment of rare IFT140 alleles
in JATD compared with nonciliopathy diseases, implying
putative modifier effects for certain alleles. IFT140 pa-
tients presented with mild chest narrowing, but all had
end-stage renal failure under 13 years of age and retinal
dystrophy when examined for ocular dysfunction. This is
consistent with the severe cystic phenotype of Ift140 con-
ditional knockout mice, and the higher level of Ift140 ex-
pression in kidney and retina compared with the skeleton
at E15.5 in the mouse. IFT140 is therefore a major cause
of cono-renal syndromes (JATD and MSS). The present
study strengthens the rationale for IFT140 screening in
skeletal ciliopathy spectrum patients that have kidney dis-
ease and/or retinal dystrophy.
Hum Mutat 34:714–724, 2013. C© 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Introduction
An emerging number of diseases have been connected to the dys-

function of primary cilia and these disorders are now collectively
termed “ciliopathies” [Baker and Beales, 2009]. Mutations in at
least 50 genes have been identified in ciliopathies affecting sensory
cilia functions [Baker and Beales, 2009]. A broad range of pheno-
types affecting multiple organ systems are associated with defects in

C© 2013 WILEY PERIODICALS, INC.



ciliary function and structure, which can be explained by their al-
most ubiquitous presence. Mammalian cilia have an axoneme com-
posed of nine microtubule doublets derived from the centriole, or
basal body within the centrosome. The cilium–centrosome complex
has been conserved throughout evolution and across organ systems
[Nigg and Raff, 2009]. Primary cilia operate as cellular signaling cen-
ters that detect and orchestrate various extracellular stimuli through
specific ciliary receptors, and they are essential for fundamental cell
signaling pathways that are required for embryonic development
[Goetz and Anderson, 2010].

In view of the various skeletal phenotypes in ciliopathies, it is
not surprising that primary cilia play a crucial role in skeletal and
chondral development. Clinical overlap between different short rib-
polydactyly syndromes and other osteochondrodysplasias clearly
support allelism between some of these ciliopathies as part of a
larger disease spectrum, for example, between Jeune, short rib-
polydactyly type III, and Sensenbrenner syndromes, which share
mutations in the same genes [Bredrup et al., 2012; Dagoneau et al.,
2009; Lehman et al., 2010; Merrill et al., 2009]. Intriguingly, digenic
biallelic inheritance involving combinations of the genes associated
with these different syndromes has also been proposed as a disease
mechanism, for example, in a patient with short rib-polydactyly type
II (Majewski) carrying double heterozygous mutations in NEK1 and
DYNC2H1 [Thiel et al., 2011].

Jeune asphyxiating thoracic dystrophy (JATD; MIM #208500),
one of the short rib-polydactyly syndromes, has a variable presen-
tation but the hallmark of disease is shortened ribs and a narrow,
bell-shaped chest, which restricts lung growth causing respiratory
insufficiency and frequent asphyxia-related perinatal death. Other
features that occur more variably are short long bones and poly-
dactyly, in addition to irregular spurs (“trident” shaped) on the ac-
etabular bone and metaphysis, and cone-shaped epiphyses. Diverse
extraskeletal features on the ciliopathy spectrum can also manifest
including progressive cystic nephropathy, retinal dystrophy, pancre-
atic cysts, liver disease, and cholestasis [Beales et al., 2007; Dagoneau
et al., 2009; Merrill et al., 2009; Oberklaid et al., 1977]. Mainzer-
Saldino syndrome (MSS; MIM #266920) has only very recently been
described as a cilia-related disease [Perrault et al., 2012], and like
JATD it is counted as one of the “conorenal syndromes” due to
impaired renal function and characteristic radiological findings of
cone-shaped epiphyses. MSS may variously present with retinal dys-
trophy like JATD, and cerebral ataxia [Giedion, 1979; Mainzer et al.,
1970; Mortellaro et al., 2010].

So far, five genes causing JATD have been reported, all encod-
ing proteins involved in intraflagellar transport (IFT): DYNC2H1
[Dagoneau et al., 2009; Merrill et al., 2009], IFT80/WDR56 [Beales
et al., 2007], IFT139/TTC21B [Davis et al., 2011], IFT144/WDR19
[Bredrup et al., 2012], and most recently IFT140 (MIM #614620)
in one case of JATD [Perrault et al., 2012]. IFT is a complex, highly
conserved process essential for ciliary formation, maintenance, and
signaling functions whereby proteins synthesized and assembled in
the cell body are transported along microtubules into (anterograde
IFT) and out of (retrograde IFT) the cilium driven by kinesin and
dynein motor proteins [Ishikawa and Marshall, 2011]. Dysfunc-
tional IFT in mouse JATD models affects targeting of the hedge-
hog receptor smoothened to the cilium [Ocbina and Anderson,
2008; Rix et al., 2011], explaining the phenotypic similarities ob-
served between IFT mutants and mice carrying mutations in genes
directly influencing hedgehog signaling [Huangfu and Anderson,
2005].

Although we previously reported some evidence that IFT80 pa-
tients present with milder disease and no extraskeletal findings

[Beales et al., 2007], overall no convincing genotype–phenotype
correlations have been claimed for patients with JATD and related
disorders carrying mutations in different components of the IFT
machinery. While cystic kidney disease is a well-accepted feature
in JATD [Donaldson et al., 1985; Oberklaid et al., 1977], in fact
only two patients in the literature with mutations in defined JATD
genes have kidney symptoms; one with IFT144 mutations, one with
IFT140 mutations [Bedrup et al., 2012; Perrault et al., 2012]. Thus,
the molecular basis of the variable kidney symptoms seen in JATD
is not yet well understood.

In this study, we present the results of gene identification efforts
initiated using a large JATD cohort that combined next-generation
sequencing (NGS) approaches of whole exome sequencing (WES)
and targeting of a 131 ciliopathy gene panel. Subsequent follow up
focused on IFT140 in additional JATD and MSS families, in order to
investigate the correlation between the phenotype and underlying
genotype in these genetically heterogeneous conditions, as well as the
potential disease modifying effects of heterozygous IFT140 variants.

Materials and Methods

Patient and Control Samples and Genomic DNA Extraction

All patient samples in this study were obtained with informed
consent according to the protocols approved by the ethical commit-
tees of the Institute of Child Health/Great Ormond Street Hospital
and University College London Hospital NHS Trust, and those of
collaborating institutions.

Inclusion criteria for WES and ciliopathy gene panel NGS se-
quencing was clinical diagnosis of JATD or MSS and a sufficient
DNA amount. Inclusion criteria for Sanger sequencing of IFT140
was clinical diagnosis of JATD with renal disease. Serbian samples
from individuals unaffected by ciliopathy disorders were provided
from the Institute for Oncology and Radiology of Serbia.

Whole Exome Sequencing

DNA (1–3 μg) sheared to 100–400 bp (Covaris, Woburn, MA)
was used for Illumina paired-end DNA library preparation and en-
riched for target sequences (Agilent Technologies Inc, Loveland,
Colorado, USA; Human All Exon 50 Mb kit). Enriched libraries
were sequenced as 75 base-paired-end reads (Illumina HiSeq, Illu-
mina Inc. San Diego, California, USA). Sequencing reads that failed
quality filtering were removed using the Illumina GA Pipeline and
passed reads mapped to human genome reference hg19 using BWA
v0.5.9r16 [Li and Durbin, 2010]. GATK 1.1.5 [McKenna et al., 2010]
was used to realign around known indels from the 1000 Genomes
Pilot and recalibrate base quality scores. Variants were called and
filtered independently with SAMtools mpileup v0.1.17 [Li et al.,
2009] and GATK UnifiedGenotyper v1.3.31 [DePristo et al., 2011]
and the callsets merged. Exome variant profiles were filtered using
EVAR software tool versus 0.2.2 beta (www.exome.info), for novelty
and minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.005, then filtered by qual-
ity score using a standard cut-off value that implicates a base error
rate <0.1%. Synonymous coding variants, and those not conferring
missense, nonsense, frameshift, and splice site mutational effects in
coding regions were removed, then any variants present in 500 con-
trol exomes available via the UK10K project with an allele frequency
>0.5% were removed. Finally, a screen for homology to genes present
in the cilia proteome was performed [Gherman et al., 2006].
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NGS Ciliopathies Panel Analysis

DNA was enriched using NimbleGen SeqCap EZ choice sequence
capture and 454 GS FLX pyrosequencing according to the manu-
facturer´s protocol. Five hundred nanograms of genomic DNA were
fragmented (Covaris S2 AFA) and ligated to barcoded adaptors for
multiplexing. Precapture amplified samples were pooled and hy-
bridized to the customized in-solution capture library, subsequently
eluted and postcapture amplified by ligation mediated PCR. This
amplified enriched DNA was used as input for emulsion PCR and
subsequent massive parallel sequencing on one full picotiter plate of
a Roche 454 GS FLX platform. Bioinformatic analysis was performed
using the Roche GS Reference MapperTM software (v2.6), SeqPilot
SeqNext moduleTM (v3.5.2; JSI medical systems, Kippenheim,
Germany) as well as an in-house bioinformatic pipeline. Informa-
tion on genes other than IFT140 sequenced on this panel is available
on request.

Sanger Sequencing

Primers for IFT140 coding exons and flanking intron–
exon boundaries are available on request and were designed
using PrimerBlast (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-
blast/). PCR reactions (Biotaq PCR kit; Gentaur Ltd. London,
UK) were purified using Microclean. Sequencing was performed at
SourceBioscience, UK or Bioscientia, Germany (ABI 3500xL genetic
analyzer; Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, Califor-
nia, USA). Sequences were analyzed using the Sequencher program
and commercial JSI software. Mutation annotation was performed
on IFT140 NM 014714.3.

Mutation Nomenclature

Mutation nomenclature follows the HGVS guidelines
(http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen/), and mutations through-
out are referred to by either their cDNA numbering with +1
corresponding to the A of the ATG translation initiation codon;
or using amino acid nomenclature, where the initiation codon is
codon 1. Mutation information has been submitted to the LOVD
database: www.lovd.nl/IFT140.

IFT140 Variant Enrichment Analysis

Files on 46 JATD, 71 hypercholesterolemia, 63 severe insulin resis-
tance patients available through the UK10K project were processed
using the same pipeline. Effects on protein function were predicted
using PolyPhen-2 [Adzhubei et al., 2010]. Statistical analysis was
performed using Fisher’s Exact Test.

IFT140 Immunofluorescence

Murine ATDC5 chondrocytes were cultured (DMEM-F12, 10%
FBS; Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, California, USA) until
confluent then serum starved in 0.05% FBS for 72 hr. The cells were
then washed in PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min at
room temperature, washed five times with PBS and permeabilized
with 0.05% TritonX100 for 10 min. After five more washes with PBS
cells were incubated with 5% bovine serum albumin (Invitrogen)
in PBS then incubated with anti-IFT140 rabbit polyclonal antibody
1:500 [Jonassen et al., 2012] and monoclonal mouse antiacetylated
tubulin 1:1,000 (Sigma, St Louis, Missouri, USA) overnight at 4◦C.

After five washes with PBS cells were incubated with secondary an-
tirabbit antibody (Alexa Fluor 488 goat antirabbit IgG; Invitrogen)
and secondary antimouse antibody (Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti-
mouse IgG; Invitrogen). Cells were finally washed five times with
PBS, coverslips mounted in AF1 (Citifluor Ltd., Leicester, UK), and
imaged using a Zeiss Axio Imager Z1 microscope.

Localization of IFT140 Mutants in RPE1

hTERT-RPE1 cells were cultured at 37◦C, 7% CO2 in D-MEM-
F12 medium with 10% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine and 1% strepto-
mycin/penicillin (Invitrogen). Cells were seeded on glass coverslips
(3 × 104 cells/well) and transfected using Fugene HD (Promega,
Madison, Wisconsin, USA), according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions, with 0.25 μg/well of the following plasmid DNA: pCMV-
IFT140-WT-Flag [Perrault et al., 2012], pCMV-IFT140-V292M-
Flag obtained by site directed mutagenesis, or pCMV-IFT140-
E664K-Flag [Perrault et al., 2012]. At 48 hr posttransfection, cells
were fixed with ice-cold methanol for 5 min and washed twice with
PBS. Nonspecific sites were blocked with 10% goat serum (Sigma)
and the cells were incubated with goat polyclonal anti-γ -tubulin
(SC-7396, 1:200; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Palo Alto, California,
USA) and rabbit anti-Flag antibodies (1:400; Sigma–Aldrich, St
Louis, Missouri, USA). After three washes, cells were incubated
with secondary antibodies (AlexaFluor 488 conjugated antigoat,
1:200, and AlexaFluor 555 conjugated antirabbit antibodies, 1:200;
Molecular Probes, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, California). Cells
were then washed three times with PBS, incubated for 5 min with
Hoechst and mounted in Fluo-prep. Confocal images were taken
using a LEICA SP5 laser scanning microscope system with an ×63.2
objective (Carl Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). The percentage of trans-
fected cells displaying localization of IFT140 at the centrosome was
calculated from three independent experiments (n > 100 cells for
each transfection condition). The significance of variations between
mutants and wild-type-IFT140 was estimated using Dunnett’s Mul-
tiple Comparison Test following the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
test (GraphPad Prism software).

I ft140-lacZ Reporter Mouse and X-Gal-Staining

Ift140 lac-Z reporter mice were generated using the previously
described Ift140loxP line generated by G.J.P [Jonassen et al., 2012].
Ift140-loxP heterozygous males were crossed with wild-type females
and litters harvested at E15.5. Embryos were genotyped as previously
described [Jonassen et al., 2012] and X-Gal staining was performed
as previously described (Nagy et al., 2003). Briefly, embryos were
fixed for 30 min in Beta-Gal fix (1% PFA, 0.2% glutaraldehyde) and
stored in 30% sucrose overnight at 4◦C. Embryos were then mounted
in OCT and frozen at –80◦C before being cryosectioned at 30 μm.
Sections were incubated in X-Gal staining solution containing 5 mM
K3Fe, 5 mM K4Fe, and 0.5 mg/ml X-gal at 37◦C for 24 hr. Sections
were lightly counterstained in aqueous eosin for 45 sec, washed in
tap water for 10 min, and dry mounted in DPX (Merck Millipore,
Darmstadt, Germany). Images were taken using an Axio Imager
microscope from Zeiss, Jena, Germany.

Results
We initially performed WES to identify the underlying molec-

ular basis of disease in 46 individuals with a clinical diagnosis of
JATD. WES was performed at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute
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Table 1. Skeletal Dysplasia Patients with Early Onset Renal Involvement Harboring IFT140 Mutations

Patient JATD1 JATD2 JATD3 JATD4 JATD5 MSS1 MSS2

Ethnic background Serbian Serbian German Serbian Lithuanian Austrian German
Clinical diagnosis JATD JATD JATD JATD JATD MSS MSS
Current age 12 years 17 years 3 years 24 years na 39 years 5 years
Genotype c.1380delC

(p.N460Kfs28∗)
(Mat)/c.874C>T
(p.V292M) (Pat)

c.1565G>A
(p.G522E)
(Pat)/c.874C>T
(p.V292M)
(Mat)

c.454C>T
(p.L152F)
(Mat)/c.454C>T
(p.L152F) (Pat)

c.1565G>A
(p.G522E)
(Pat)/c.874C>T
(p.V292M)
(Mat)

c.2278C>T
(p.R759∗)
(Pat)/?

c.2399+1G>T
(Mat)/
c.4078T>C
(p.C1360R)
(Pat)

c.418G>A
(p.G140R)
(Mat)/c.800A>G
(p.E267G)
(Mat)/c.490G>T
(p.E164∗) (Pat)

Mutation analysis WES SS TR panel SS SS TR panel TR panel
Respiratory insufficiency

in early infancy

+ – – – + – –

Brachymesophalangism + + + + + + +

Short stature P3–10 P50 P3–10 <P3 + + (<P3) P10
Small thorax + + + + + + +

Polydactyly – – – – – – –

Cone-shaped epiphyses + + + + + + +

Facial dysmorphism Low set ears – Prominent
forehead, high
arched palate

– – Low set ears,
prominent
forehead

–

Vision Retinal pigmentary
dystrophy age 2
y (fundoscopy)

Hypermetropia,
hyperpigmented
retina age 17 y
(fundoscopy)

Strabism, nystagm,
hyperopia with
astigmatism,
night blindness
age 4 y

Night blindness
since age 2 y,
retinal
pigmentary
dystrophy age
9 y (fundoscopy)

na Retinal
pigmentary
dystrophy
with
childhood
onset (fun-
doscopy),
myopia,
cataract

Night blindness,
beginning retinal
pigmentary
dystrophy
(fundoscopy),
silent ERG age
6 y, hyperopia

Renal insufficiency ESRF age 4 y ESRF age 6 y ESRF age 6 mths ESRF age 7 y ESRF age 7
mths

ESRF age 12 y ESRF age 4 y

Renal ultrasound Increased
echogenicity,
multiple cortical
cysts

Increased
echogenicity

Increased
echogenicity,
diminished cor-
ticomedullary
differentiation

Increased
echogenicity,
diminished cor-
ticomedullary
differentiation

na Small hypere-
chogenic
kidneys,
cortical
cysts

Enlarged kidneys
with multiple
cysts of different
size, increased
echogenicity,
diminished cor-
ticomedullary
differentiation

Arterial hypertension + – + – na + +

Pancreatic cysts – – – – – – –

Liver disease – – Slightly enlarged
liver with
increased
echogenicity

– Enlarged liver –

Psychomotor
development

Normal Normal Slightly retarded Normal na Retarded Normal

Other Pectus carinatus Mitral insufficiency
1◦

Coxarthrosis Secondary
hyperpara-
thyroidism

WES, whole exome sequencing; SS, Sanger candidate gene sequencing; TR panel, targeted resequencing ciliopathies panel; P, percentile; ESRF, end-stage renal failure; na, not
available.

(Cambridge, UK) as part of the UK10K project (http://www.
uk10k.org/), and the sequence coverage and quality analysis was
equivalent for all 46 samples. A representative example for one af-
fected individual, JATD1, is detailed in Supp. Table S1. Variants
were filtered to exclude those inconsistent with autosomal recessive
inheritance, then assessed for novelty, firstly using EVAR software
to exclude any present in the 1000 Genomes database [2010] and
NHLBI Exome Sequencing Project Exome Variant Server (EVS)
(http//:evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS) with a MAF >0.005, a cut-off
selected assuming a disease frequency of JATD <1:200,000. Variants
were next filtered for quality score and in view of the JATD disease
model, we then focused on nonsynonymous coding variants con-
ferring missense, nonsense, frameshift, and splice site mutational
effects. Finally, variants present in 500 control exomes available via
the UK10K project with an allele frequency >0.5% were removed,

and a screen for homology to genes present in the cilia proteome
was performed.

This filtering process for the single affected patient from the
Serbian-origin family JATD1, is shown in Supp. Table S2. After
filtering, in JATD1 unique compound heterozygous changes in
ADAMTS18, CCDC51, KIAA1274, and IFT140 and unique ho-
mozygous changes in ARHGAP23, ZNF541, ZNF714, and PCD-
HGB2 were identified. The final filter against the cilia proteome
[Gherman et al., 2006] prioritized compound heterozygous mu-
tations in two genes: CCDC51, a protein of unknown function
(c.1181C>G, p.C394S, and c.11C>T. p.R4H, both predicted benign
by Polyphen2 and SIFT) (Supp. Table S3); and IFT140 (c.1380delC;
p.N460Kfs28∗, and c.874G>A; p.V292M) (Table 1, Supp. Table S4).
Because of the presence of a nonsense allele and given its known
role in IFT, we prioritized IFT140 for further analysis. All the unique
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biallelic variants in the seven genes identified in JATD1 apart from
IFT140 are listed in Supp. Table S3 for comparison, along with the
putative gene function, to show why these candidates were excluded
from further analysis based on their having nondeleterious changes
or a gene function unconnected to cilia functions. None of the 45
JATD patients apart from JATD1 that were screened by WES carried
two predicted mutant IFT140 alleles, nor mutant alleles in any of the
seven other genes highlighted in JATD1 (their full details are shown
in Supp. Table S5).

The JATD1 patient was notable for having had severe kidney in-
volvement requiring kidney transplant during childhood, as well
as retinal disease, as detailed in Table 1. In addition, typical skele-
tal features of JATD were present in this patient (Fig. 1A, F, and
L). We proceeded to screen additional patients using a diagnostic
NGS panel developed for ciliopathies encompassing all exons and
adjacent intronic boundaries of 131 known ciliopathy genes. This
totaled 2,412 coding exons of genes selected from cilia proteome
and ciliary trafficking studies (Frank et al., 2012). These comprised
an additional 12 JATD cases and, in view of the potentially overlap-
ping renal-skeletal disease spectrum, two MSS cases. This revealed
an additional patient, JATD3, from a German family carrying an
IFT140 homozygous missense mutation (c.454C>T; p.L152F), who
had early onset renal disease and onset of hemeralopia and night
blindness at the age of 4 years; ERG has not been performed (Fig.
1I, N, and O). We also defined biallelic IFT140 mutations in both
MSS patients: MSS1 a patient of Austrian origin carried a missense
change c.4078T>C; p.C1360R in combination with a predicted splice
site mutation, c.2399+1G>T affecting the essential 100% conserved
exon 19 splice donor site and predicting a protein frameshift and
early termination (Table 1, Supp. Table S4). The latter variant has
recently been identified in a JATD and another MSS case [Perrault
et al., 2012]; MSS2 a patient of German origin with typical features
(Fig. 1C–E, H, J, and K) carried three IFT140 changes, a pater-
nally inherited nonsense mutation c.490G>T; p.E164∗ as well as two
maternally inherited variants, c.418G>A; p.G140R and c.800A>G;
p.E267G (Table 1, Supp. Table S4).

We also screened IFT140 in six additional JATD patients with
skeletal phenotypes accompanied by significant renal disease, us-
ing Sanger sequencing of all 29 coding exons. This revealed two
additional Serbian-origin JATD patients (JATD2, JATD4) both car-
rying compound heterozygous changes consisting of the p.V292M
mutation originally identified in Serbian JATD1, in combination
with a second missense change c.1565G>A; p.G522E (Table 1, Supp.
Table S4). In addition, patient JATD5 from a Lithuanian origin
family carried a single heterozygous IFT140 nonsense mutation
c.2278C>T; p.R759∗ (Table 1, Supp. Table S4); we cannot exclude
that a second deleterious IFT140 allele remains undetected in this
patient, for example a copy number or promoter variation.

All the IFT140 variants detailed in Table 1 were absent or had a
MAF <0.5% in available control populations comprising the 1000
Genomes and EVS exome collections, dbNSFP v1.3 [Liu et al.,
2011], dbSNP v135, and the HGMD R© Professional 2011.4 database
(9.12.11 release), as well as 500 control exomes available via the
UK10K project. The p.G522E and p.V292M mutations that are
shared in common between the three Serbian JATD patients JATD1,
JATD2, and JATD4 (Table 1), were screened for in 110 Serbian con-
trol chromosomes and found to be absent. We suggest that these
alleles most likely represent IFT140 ancestral founder effect mu-
tations, however we do not have haplotype evidence to support
this hypothesis. All deleterious alleles were confirmed by Sanger se-
quencing in the patients, and sequencing of all the available family
members confirmed an autosomal recessive inheritance in all cases
indicating correct segregation of sequence variants with the disease

(Table 1, Supp. Fig. S1). Because of a lack of RNA, we were unable
to analyze the detected mutations at the RNA level to rule out the
likelihood of a cryptic splicing event or similar defect.

Using five different bioinfomatic tools, Mutationtaster,
Polyphen2, PMut, CONDEL and LRT [Adzhubei et al., 2010; Ferrer-
Costa et al., 2005; Gonzalez-Perez and Lopez-Bigas, 2011; Liu et al.,
2011; Schwarz et al., 2010], all these IFT140 variants (bialleic and
monoallelic) were scored overall as probably damaging and delete-
rious. The locations of the ten putative IFT140 mutations we iden-
tified, listed in Table 1, are shown in the gene and corresponding
protein structure in Figure 2A. The amino acids affected by the six
missense mutations found are well conserved among species im-
plying functional importance (Supp. Fig. S2), and occur early on
toward the N-terminus of the protein except for C1360. The affected
residues L152, E267, and G522 are the most highly conserved across
species in our alignment, including Caenorhabditis elegans.

The p.V292M change shared in common between three Serbian
patients JATD1, 2 and 4 scored as possibly damaging in Polyphen2
but neutral in PMut, whereas the homozygous change p.L152F
was scored as neutral in Polyphen2 and neutral in PMut (Supp.
Table S4). We therefore analyzed both changes further for their
putative effect on IFT140 function using the SWISS-MODEL ser-
vice via the ExPASy Web server (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/) to
construct wild-type and mutated IFT140 protein models, which
were further analyzed and visualized for changes of protein fold-
ing and structure by UCSF Chimera [Meng et al., 2006; Yang et
al., 2011]. The quality of this protein modeling was judged rea-
sonably high using I-TASSER [Roy et al., 2010] with a confidence
score –0.83 (typical range is –5 to +2). V292M is located in the
predicted WD-repeat 4 of IFT140 (Fig. 2A) at the edge of a beta-
sheet folded protein region (Fig. 2B). The substitution of a me-
thionine in place of the valine residue creates a more protruding,
longer side chain, which might reduce the distance to neighbor-
ing residues therefore affecting protein configuration even though
both side chains are hydrophobic. Additionally, it introduces a sul-
fur atom. Similarly for p.L152F, substitution of the phenylalanine
in place of leucine potentially greatly disturbs the normal structure,
in this case due to the large phenol ring probably distorted to point
toward the outside of the protein, changing the protein configura-
tion (Fig. 2B). Both mutations change van-der-Waals-forces at the
residues where the mutations occur, as shown in Fig. 2B. The mu-
tations modeled in the wider protein context are shown in Supp.
Fig. S3.

In addition to the suggested effects on protein folding, inser-
tion of different side chains might affect protein–protein interac-
tions. As the p.V292M mutation directly affects WD4, a change in
its configuration potentially disturbs formation of a WD domain
which usually consists of 4–16 WD repeats assembled into a circular
beta-propeller structure. WD domains occur in numerous differ-
ent proteins and are highly conserved among species, functioning
as scaffolds in protein-complex formation. Interestingly, the speci-
ficity of the WD domain seems to depend on sequences around
the WD domain rather than the WD domain itself, therefore the
L152D mutation could interfere with the specificity of the WD do-
main [Li and Roberts, 2001]. We proceeded to analyze the effect of
the p.V292M mutation on protein stability and localization in vivo
in RPE1 hTERT-immortalized retinal pigment epithelial cells that
are commonly used for primary cilia cell biology studies. Although
flag-tagged IFT140 localizes to centrosomes in the majority of cells
examined, mutant protein carrying the p.V292M missense change
was absent from centrosome in most cells (Fig. 3). The same effect
was observed for mutant protein carrying a disease-causing IFT140
E664K mutation, as has also previously been reported using the same
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Figure 1. Phenotypes of affected individuals with IFT140 mutations. Representative images of JATD and MSS patients with IFT140 mutations. A–C:
Patients in families JATD1, JATD2, and MSS2 exhibit dysproportionate short stature with short extremities and relatively narrow thoraces, note the
distinct tibia epiphyses in MSS2 (black arrow). D and E: Renal ultrasound demonstrating increased echogeneity and cyst formation (arrows) in the
MSS2 patient. F–I: Hand X-rays for patients JATD1, JATD2, JATD3, and MSS2 reveal cone-shaped epiphyses (arrows) and brachymesophalangism.
J and K: Typical broad hands and feet with short fingers and broad short toes in MSS2. L–N: Thoracic X-rays taken at the age of 7 years in JATD1
(L) and in infancy in JATD2 and JATD3 (M and N) showing horizontal but only mildly to moderately shortened ribs with intermittent irregular rib
shape (intermittent thickening) (L–N, white arrows on the left). Black arrowhead in (N) indicates typical widening of the costo-chondral junctions.
Patients also show typical handlebar clavicle configuration (L–N, white arrowheads on the right). Arrow in (O) indicates mild acetabular spurring,
a hallmark of JATD.
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Figure 2. IFT140 mutations and their impact on protein structure. A: The 31 exon IFT140 gene (ATG located in exon 3) is shown (top panel) in
relation to the protein domains. WD40 (WD) and tetratricopeptide (TPR) repeat containing domains are shown in boxes along the protein sequence.
The locations of the identified variants in IFT140 are indicated by the arrows. Note that only variants identified in biallelic patients are shown,
apart from p.R759∗ identified in JATD5. B: The effects of missense mutations p.L152F and p.V292M on the IFT140 tertiary structure. The normal
(top panels) and mutated (bottom panels) amino-acid sequences are illustrated, showing the effects of missense mutations L152F and V292M on
hydrogen bonds (blue) and van-der-Waals-forces (orange) as detailed in the text.

system [Perrault et al., 2012]. The V292M-mediated mislocalization
may potentially be due to abrogated protein–protein interactions.

Thus, in addition to the two MSS patients, we screened a total
of 64 JATD patients by WES, NGS panel, and Sanger sequenc-
ing. The clinical details of the entire cohort are shown in Supp.

Table S5. In total, we identified biallelic deleterious IFT140 muta-
tions in 4/64 JATD (6%) and 2/2 (100%) MSS families. Renal ul-
trasound revealed increased echogenicity in all these IFT140 JATD
and MSS patients, and three patients (JATD1, MSS1, and MSS2)
had cystic kidney disease. Patients JATD1, JATD4, MSS1, and MSS2
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Figure 3. Mislocalization of Flag-tagged mutant IFT140 proteins in RPE1 cells. Centrosomes were stained with goat anti-γ -tubulin (green)
IFT140 plasmids with rabbit anti-Flag (red), in cells transfected with pCMV-IFT140-WT-Flag, pCMV-IFT140-V292M-Flag or pCMV-IFT140-E664K-Flag
plasmids. Scale bars, 6 μm. Wild-type (WT) IFT140 is clearly visible at the basal body (white arrow), whereas both V292M and E664K mutant proteins
display decreased centrosomal labeling, as described previously for the E664K mutant [Perrault et al., 2012]. The graph shows the percentage of
transfected cells with Flag-tagged IFT140 protein localized at the basal body, calculated from three independent experiments (n > 100 cells per
transfection condition (***P < 0.001 calculated using Dunn’s Multiple Comparison Test following the analysis of variance [ANOVA] test (GraphPad
Prism Software).

were diagnosed with retinal disease during childhood, whereas pa-
tient JATD3 had a normal fundoscopy result when aged 3 years but
developed hemeralopia when aged 4 years. In patient JATD2, fun-
doscopy was normal during childhood but follow up screening at
the age of 17 years revealed mild hyperpigmentation indicative of
retinal disease. ERG was not performed in most patients, but was
found to be silent in the MSS patients who were examined (example
shown in Supp. Fig. S4). In total, signs of retinal disease were overt
in four out of five IFT140 patients, and one patient (JATD5) was
lost to follow up, so the development of retinal disease in later life
cannot be excluded, while retinal disease was observed in just seven
of 64 patients of the total JATD cohort screened (11%). However,
we did not detect IFT140 mutations in three JATD families from this
cohort who had retinal disease but normal renal function (JATD19,
JATD20, JATD21, Supp. Table S5).

All the JATD patients, we found to carry deleterious IFT140
mutations presented with cone-shaped epiphyses, brachymesopha-
langism, and small thoraces, but only two (JATD1 and JATD5)
showed respiratory insufficiency and no patient was found to have
polydactyly. All IFT140 patients but patient JATD2 were of short
stature (Table 1); this contrasts with the lack of significant height
deficit seen in JATD patients that we have identified to carry disease-
causing DYNC2H1 mutations [Schmidts et al., 2013], and might well
be secondary to renal insufficiency in IFT140 patients.

In addition to the mutations described, WES also detected a fur-
ther four patients JATD6, 7, 8, and 9 carrying a single unique het-
erozygous IFT140 variant without a second allele being found (Supp.
Table S4), who did not have renal or retinal disease. Of these het-
erozygous missense changes, p.P1353R, p.D787G, and p.L514H in
JATD7, 8, and 9, respectively, are predicted in bioinformatics analysis
to abrogate protein function, whereas JATD6 carried in heterozy-
gous form the same c.2399+1C>A essential splice donor mutation
as MSS1, and as previously reported by Perrault et al. (2012) (Supp.
Table S4). We cannot say whether IFT140 is the cause of their disease,
but these monoallelic variants p.P1353R, p.D787G, and p.L514H all
affect resiss well-conserved outside vertebrates (Supp. Fig. S2). It is
possible such variants could modulate the IFT140-related skeletal

dysfunction in patients when present in heterozygous state. Three
heterozygous variants predicted to be benign were also identified in
families JATD10–12 (Supp. Table S4).

In light of these findings and to further characterize the contribu-
tion of IFT140 to disease, especially its renal and retinal aspects, we
next investigated whether variants in IFT140 occur more frequently
in JATD patients than in a cohort of patients with nonciliopathy dis-
eases. The IFT140 sequence of the latter group was available through
the UK10K WES project, comprising hypercholesterolemia (71 ex-
omes) and severe insulin resistance (63 exomes) patients, jointly
representing “nonciliopathy” exomes. We firstly established there
was an equivalent IFT140 sequence coverage between all 46 JATD
exomes, and the 134 nonciliopathy exomes (Supp. Fig S5). We then
compared the number of IFT140 missense mutations unique to each
patient group that were predicted to be damaging. This revealed a
moderate but significant enrichment of rare (MAF < 1% in UK10K
and EVS exomes) missense IFT140 alleles in the cohort of 46 JATD
patients compared with the 134 controls (odds ratio 11.72, P = 0.0005
with a 95% confidence interval using loci-based analysis and odds
12.45, P = 0.0003 with a 95% confidence interval using sample-
based analysis). No statistically significant enrichment was detected
when total missense changes including variants with a MAF >1%
were measured (Fig. 4). Rare variants in noncoding areas of IFT140
(3′ and 5′ UTRs, intronic and intergenic changes) or synonymous
changes did not reveal any enrichment either, indicating that the
enrichment in rare deleterious missense changes is not due to a gen-
erally higher number of mutations in the JATD cohort or higher
number of polymorphisms due to ethnical background [Davis
et al., 2011]. These findings indicate a possible role for heterozy-
gous IFT140 mutations as disease-modifying rather than causative
alleles, but the fairly small number of samples and mutations
analyzed will require further studies to confirm these findings.
Also, due to low sample numbers, no analysis was performed
for rare heterozygous frame-shift (one present in 46 JATD cases,
zero in 134 controls), stop (zero in 46 JATD cases, zero in 134
controls) or splice site mutations (two in 46 JATD cases, zero in
134 controls).
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Figure 4. Enrichment of IFT140 missense variants in JATD cases. Upper panels: Graphs showing the relative enrichment of rare (MAF < 1%)
coding nonsynonymous IFT140 variants in JATD patients (n = 46) compared with n = 134 pooled nonciliopathy disease controls (hypercholesterolemia
and severe insulin resistance patients). A: shows the analysis based on loci (variant) number, (B) shows the analysis based on sample number
(i.e., number of individuals), with odd’s ratio values plotted on a log scale. Lower panels: Enrichment statistics showing the significance values
contained in (A) and (B). Both analyses revealed significant enrichment of rare nonsynonymous coding IFT140 variants in JATD patients versus
controls (∗∗∗∗P < 0.0005, odds ratio 11.7 for loci-based analysis and 13.6 for the sample-based analysis). All the eight rare JATD and two rare
control missense mutations used in the analysis are described in Supp. Table S4. No enrichment was found for rare intronic, all intronic, or all
nonsynonymous coding changes by either analysis. The loci-based analysis showed a minimal enrichment of total intronic changes in JATD
patients versus controls that reaches borderline significance (odds ratio 1.2, P = 0.04) not found in the sample-based analysis. P values below 0.005
and odds ratio higher than 2 is shown in red in the tables.

A recent study has shown that IFT140 localizes to the basal bodies
and ciliary axonemes in kidney tubules [Jonassen et al., 2012]. Using
the same antibody published in this report, raised against mouse
Ift140, we found that the protein was expressed in both basal bodies
and the ciliary axoneme of the chondrogenic ATDC5 mouse cell
line (Supp. Fig. S6). Although all our IFT140 patients present with
cone-shaped epiphyses, narrow thorax, and typical pelvis features
in case of JATD, overall the skeletal phenotype, especially the thorax
phenotype, appears rather mild as there were only minor respiratory
problems reported while kidney and eye phenotype presented very
prominently. We therefore investigated the tissue-specific expression
of Ift140 using the lacZ-allele of a previously reported conditional
Ift140-knockout mouse [Jonassen et al., 2012]. In agreement with
the features found in the IFT140-deficient patients we describe here,
Ift140 gene expression levels in E15.5 embryos appeared much more
prominent in the kidney and eye compared with the skeleton (Supp.
Fig. S7).

Discussion
In total, we screened 66 families with JATD and MSS and iden-

tified causative IFT140 mutations in four (6%) JATD and two MSS
families, all of whom displayed early onset renal disease. Signs
of retinal disease were initially reported in only a subset of pa-
tients based on patient history and fundoscopy, but were finally
detected in all patients after reexamination. Notably, 17% of the
JATD cohort screen had renal disease screened (11/64 patients), and
36% (four of 11) of these patients carried biallelic IFT140 vari-
ants. From this study, we conclude that IFT140 is a rare cause
of JATD in general, but a frequent cause of JATD with renal in-
volvement. The majority of IFT140 patients in our study also
displayed retinal deficits. We are therefore able to define for the
first time a major connection in JATD between the patient’s un-
derlying genotype and the expressed clinical phenotype, indicat-
ing that IFT140 should be prioritized for clinical diagnosis in the
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proportion of JATD patients with kidney disease with and without
retinal involvement.

IFT140 encodes a 1462 amino acid protein that is involved in
IFT as a highly conserved core IFT-A component [Ishikawa and
Marshall, 2011]. Loss-of-function mutants in Drosophila, try-
panosomes, C. elegans, and mice have fewer or short cilia and
defective IFT [Absalon et al., 2008; Jonassen et al., 2012; Lee et
al., 2008; Qin et al., 2001). In mice, Ift140 knockout is lethal around
mid-gestation suggesting a fundamental role in embryonic develop-
ment, whereas conditional knockout leads to severe and early cystic
kidney disease [Jonassen et al., 2012]. Ift140 deficiency in the retina
also leads to progressive retinal degeneration in mice (Gregory J.
Pazour, unpublished data). Strikingly, we found all biallelic IFT140
patients to present with renal disease in early childhood and notable
retinal involvement, but they have a nonlethal thorax-related clin-
ical course, and no polydactyly. In accordance with these findings,
we found more prominent expression of Ift140 in renal and retinal
tissue in mouse embryos than in the skeleton using an Ift140 lacZ-
reporter mouse developed by G.J.P., although we found that Ift140
clearly localizes to the ciliary axoneme in murine ATDC5 chondro-
cyte precursor cells in immunofluorescence. These data suggest that
the JATD phenotype may be substratified according to the underly-
ing genotype.

It is possible that certain variable characteristics within the cil-
iopathy spectrum could not only be explained by different expres-
sion patterns but also by functional redundancy of the different IFT
protein components. However, the phenotypic differences between
ciliary skeletal dysplasias such as Sensenbrenner Syndrome, JATD,
other SRPS forms and MSS may also indicate gene-specific effects
on more than one downstream signaling pathway. IFT140 for exam-
ple interacts with the calcium channel TRPV4 in Drosophila [Lee et
al., 2008], and TRPV4 is involved in dominantly inherited skeletal
dysplasias in humans [Andreucci et al., 2011]. Interestingly, TRPV4
interacts with Polycystin-2 the ion channel mutated in autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease, and they are both thought es-
sential for mechanosensory functions of renal cilia [Kottgen et al.,
2008]. So although TRPV4 knockdown in zebrafish does not cause
kidney cysts [Kottgen et al., 2008], TRPV4 protein might still be in-
volved in ciliary functions in the kidney. Drosophila IFT140 mutants
exhibit loss of TRPV4 localization to the cilium indicating IFT140
may target TRPV4 to the cilium [Lee et al., 2008]. IFT140 mutations
may therefore lead to failure of TRPV4 localization to the cilium,
possibly affecting its kidney ciliary signaling functions.

Eight of the IFT140 mutations we have identified in biallelic pa-
tients are novel, whereas one is a splice mutation c.2399+1G>T
shared between family MSS2 and a previously reported JATD and
MSS family [Perrault et al., 2012], suggesting a possible mutational
hotspot or European-origin Founder effect that would therefore be
diagnostically and clinically important for planning disease man-
agement. Although IFT140 mutations are relatively rare amongst
JATD patients, we also discovered putative Serbian Founder effects,
involving two damaging missense mutations p.V292M and p.G522E
affecting three families. Functional validation of the V292M muta-
tion detected in three Serbian families revealed impaired localization
to centrosomes to a similar extent as that described for previously
reported mutations causing MSS [Perrault et al., 2012].

The mutation spectrum revealed for both JATD and MSS dis-
orders shows that no affected individual carries two protein trun-
cating changes, as only combinations of missense or missense plus
null alleles were present in patients, rather than two null alleles
together. Thus, some retention of IFT140 activity in patients may
be necessary for early embryonic survival. This observation is in
agreement with observations for mutations in other genes causing

phenotypes within the short rib-polydactyly spectrum [Beales et al.,
2007; Dagoneau et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2011; Merrill et al., 2009;
Schmidts et al., 2013]. Likewise, no significantly different clinical
features could be determined between IFT140 patients with two po-
tentially hypomorphic missense mutations and those carrying com-
bined missense and truncating mutations. Both JATD and MSS arose
in this cohort in association with a missense and null allele (JATD1,
MSS1, and MSS2). Therefore, we conclude that no connections be-
tween the nature of the mutations and the disease phenotype are yet
possible for IFT140, although the MSS-associated mutations were all
located early on at the N-terminus of IFT140 in our study, whereas
the JATD-associated alleles were distributed across the protein.

We have detected a statistically significant enrichment of pre-
dicted deleterious variants in IFT140 by WES in JATD patients,
compared with non-JATD patient groups. No renal disease has been
reported in four JATD patients that we identified as carrying a sin-
gle deleterious IFT140 variant alone, except for patient JATD5 who
had renal deficits. JATD5 carried a early trucating mutation and
could likely have a second variant allele that has missed detection
in the current study. These IFT140 single heterozygous mutations
may contribute to the skeletal phenotype but when present as a
heterozygous change may not be sufficient to cause kidney cysts.
However, because we have looked at a only small patient number in
this study, further studies with larger cohorts are required to test if
this hypothesis holds true.

In summary, here we have identified mutations in IFT140 using
a combination of different sequencing approaches emphasizing the
benefit of NGS in significantly improving genetic diagnostics, and
in providing rapidly growing insight into genetically heterogeneous
and potentially allelic diseases such as the ciliopathies. The discovery
of further genetic heterogeneity underlying JATD seems likely in the
future, given that approximately two thirds of all JATD patients we
have analyzed do not carry mutations in coding areas of IFT140 or
in any of the previously described JATD-causing genes [Schmidts
et al., 2013 and unpublished data]. IFT140 is the first described
gene causing Mainzer-Saldino Syndrome, and we find that IFT140
mutations in JATD seem to be causal only for a specific subset
of cases with severe renal and prominent retinal involvement, in
the context of heterozygous mutations potentially modifying the
skeletal phenotype. In future, the identification of additional IFT140
patients within either the JATD or MSS patient group may shed
further light on the reasons for the underlying clinical variability,
and the reasons for the apparently milder skeletal clinical course
arising from IFT140 mutations.
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